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President's

Column

By: Charles Fox
The board met in October,
and I am still
with you as president
for better or for worse.
The only changes
in the directors
and officers
are that Bern Szukalski
has stepped down as
both secretary
and director
after many years of
service.
We appreciate
the many things he did
for CRF and for staying
in the saddle for a good
long time.
You'll be missed, Bern!
John Lovaas agreed to assume the mantle of
CRF secretary
and the board was happy to accept his offer before he had the time to come to
his senses and run away.
Elaine Garvey was
elected to fill the vacant seat on the board left
by Bern.
I'm pleased to report that we are in excellent shape on most fronts.
We continue
to be
concerned
about the ongoing decline
in investment income and the effect that has had on our
endowment
fund.
We'll be giving some attention to how we can rebuild that fund over the
next few years, so stay tuned.
(If you happen to
win the Powerball,
please keep the fund in
mind!
It's a tax deductible
donation!)
We have some exciting
things going on.
Ben Miller has started a new project
in the Bighorn Mountains.
It's still in a pilot status, but
has so far been going well.
With luck, Ben can
be persuaded
to produce
a newsletter
article
about it! (HINT, hint!) CRF has several other
new initiatives
and potential
projects
in the
works, but all are still too new and in sensitive
negotiations,
so there's
not much that we can
tell you about those right now.
I hope you all had a happy holiday season
and that 2013 will bring you nothing
but good
things!

On the Cover
This issue includes
a report on Fitton Cave
in the Buffalo
River area of Arkansas,
plus photos from the Missouri
Ozarks.
The cover photo
is of a passage in the newly-discovered
Robert
L. Taylor Memorial
Cave in Mark Twain National Forest.
Photo by Max White.
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Editor's Note
By: Laura Lexander
Composed from an E-mail by Stan Sides

,

On Saturday
afternoon,
October
13, of the
annual meeting
weekend,
virgin cave was discovered
in CRF's valley,
This is the hole Fred
Douglas
had been digging
in the bottom of Hamilton Valley, and Gary Berdeaux
used his back
hoe to enlarge,
John Feil and Gary Berdeaux
first entered
the cave Saturday
afternoon.
Stan
then went in with his camera followed
by John a
short while later.
A bit after that, but still the
~~,.\

same afternoon,
Stan took Bob Osburn and Lynn
Brucker to the hole, and they both went inside
to see the cave feature.
This was an exciting
discovery
as we always
learn

more

about

karst

science

when

a dig opens

up into cave, even if it is a short solutional
feature. We discovered
that day that a drain under
the valley might not be sediment
filled, even
after years of agricu Itural use.

't.

Left: John Feil in cave on Hamilton
Valley property,
Photo by Stan Sides,
Upper right: Stan Sides
in cave on Hamilton
Valley property,
Photo by John Fe ii, Lower right: Bob Eggers,
Doug Alderman, and Gary Berdeaux,
with Roger McClure
out of sight on the right,
Photo by Stan Sides,

Elevation Uncertainty
By: Ed Klausner

.

J've been working
on an elevation
problem
in Mammoth
Cave with Rick Olson (Ecologist,
Division
of Science
and Resource
Management,
Mammoth
Cave National
Park),
From our survey data, the sump at the River Acheron
Branch
of River Styx is below the level of the Green
River, which can't be. In thinking
of the problem, what exactly does the elevation
measurement mean?
In simple terms, it's the height
above mean sea level.
So what exactly
is mean
sea level?
It turns out that that is not so simple.

Mean sea level can be determined
at a specific location
or locations
using a gauge and
measuring
the level over long periods of time .
The British have used several over time.
For
example,
at Newlyn (Cornwall)
measured
between 1915 and 1921.
Of course,
different
countries
often use different
locations
for different time periods,
often incorporating
measurements
for multiple
locations
around their
country.
A datum is a set of values that describes
a geodetic
system.
Just as there are

4
hundreds
locating

of datums
used around
positions
on the surface

the world
for
of the earth

tive to this point,
so you
with a scale going
from
number
giving
a graphic
in the cave.
This datum
specific
cave.
You may
with the relative
elevation

(NAD 27, NADS3, etc.) there are also hundreds
of vertical
datums used as well.
In the US, we
used the National
Geodetic
Vertical
Datum of
1929, which was based on 21 US gauges and 5
Canadian
gauges.
The North American
Vertical
Datum of 1988 superseded
the 1929 datum, but
many agencies
still use the 1929 datum.
Once a datum is adopted,
it must be realized
by doing a leveling
survey and putting in markers (bench marks) labeling
the elevation.
There

level

varies

globally

An additional

affected

by plus

problem

by such

or minus

is that

factors

mean

as sea water

due to temperature,
amount
of water
masses,
plate divergence/convergence,

rise or fall of the earth's
The

problem

can

2 meters.

sea

level

is

density
on landand the

be eliminated

by creating

tum".

All

elevations

in the

cave

a

map are rela-

This

doesn't

sump
Styx.

level
Our

in River Acheron
interest
is relative;

solve

of the sump

the problem

of the

Branch
of River
the relative
ele-

to the level

of the Green

Ri-

ver or to the rest of the survey
net of the cave.
One common
survey
error is a reversed
instrument
shot that is either
the first shot of the
day or a tie shot to existing
survey.
If a survey
station
is found,
it often happens
that the shot is
taken from the tie shot to the new survey
but
recorded
as the opposite.
If reversing
the instrument
reading
closes
the loop and the sketch
shows
that the readings
were reversed,
it's a
pretty good guess
that a mistake
was made in
recording
the read ings.
Of course,
just because
the math works out better doesn't
mean that it

shouldn't

plates.

datum for the map itself.
One point is selected,
usually the entrance,
and this is labeled "0 Da-

ters.

vation

are a number
of problems
with this.
First is that
errors are made in the leveling
survey.
The further from the origin
of the leveling
survey,
the
greater
the error is likely
to be. The second
problem
is global
warming
resulting
in the rise
of the mean sea level.
A third is that mean sea

may see a profile
view
0 to some negative
view of the elevations
is only relevant
to this
also see cross sections
given
in feet or me-

be confirmed

in the cave.

working
on the problem.
A good introduction

to this,

We are still

map projections

and datums,

is a book by Jonathan
Iliffe and
Roger
Lott:
Datums and Map Projections
for
Remote Sensing,
GIS and Surveying,
2nd Edition.

REGIONAL EXPEDITION

REPORTS

Carlsbad Cavern Survey Expedition: November 2012
By: Ed Klausner
The objectives
dition to Carlsbad

for the November
2012 expeCavern were fairly straight-

forward;
continue
the plan view
Room and clean
up cross
sections

map of the Main

Corridor.

Eight

and stayed
for a bit over
hut at the park.
Besides
Chris Beck,
Scott House,

Willmes,
tended.

Don Dunham,

of the Big
and proof

of us attended

Jones

at-

All of us arrived
at various
times on November 9' purchased
food and other supplies
in

Carlsbad,

met with Stan

priorities

and get

for caving

surveying

Allison
gear,

to talk about
and got

Room \\'here
of the Cross
goal was to
themselves
This is the
besis while

ready

on the 10th.

Saturday,
November
10:
I led Elizabeth,
Chris, and Mark

de Mona

for filling
survey

the

a week in the research
me, Elizabeth
Miller,
Dave West. Karen

and Mark

on Isla

to the Big

we continued
surveying
at the Top
going
towards
Mirror Lake.
The
survey
in circles
that loop back on
after half a dozen
or so survey
shots.
technique
taught
to me by Pat Kamsurveying
large flank margin
caves

muth

in Puerto

in the detail

as you

can

Rico.

It works

and as a check
the

length

of the last shot of the loop

determine

before

well

on the
and azi-

it is ac-

tually
taken.
If it doesn't
match,
there is a mistake somewhere.
Scott took Dave,
Karen, and Don to the op-

posite side of the Big Room to begin their survey at the Rock of Ages.
They filled in a section of the Big Room and stopped when they
reached survey that had been completed
in February

0

f th is year.

One of the nice things

about

the Big Room

is that it has fixed points.
A precision
survey
was done by Tom Rohrer,
who left brass markers throughout
parts of the cave.
These
loca.
tions have been confirmed
by subsequent
checks
and the points
are now fixed
in the survey
net.
These
fixed points
are another
good way to
check
on the accuracy
of our survey.
Sunday,
November
t I:
I led the same crew as on Saturday
tinue surveying
from the Mirror Lake

to conarea to

t
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Bottomless
Pit and a bit beyond.
Scott took a
copy of the drafted
Main Corridor
map and
checked it in the cave.
Since he was on the tour
trail, he didn't need any help of someone
to stay
on the trail to act as an interpreter
for the cave
visitors.
Dave, Karen, and Don spent the day
surveying
side leads in the Big Room.
They
started with a small lead at the Rock of Ages
and then went to Crystal
Springs
Domes to survey another
lead.
Finally,
they headed over to
survey a passage that led to the back of Longfellow's
Bathtub.
They couldn't
connect to the
tour trail without
stepping
in the water and they
did not want to muddy the clear water, so this
loop was not closed.

Pit

well decorated
rooms.
They then went to Left
Hand Tunnel to clean up a sketch.
After a
break, they went to two side passages
in the Big
Room to put in a few survey shots to capture
what could be seen from the tour trail.
Finally,
they did a cross section through
Rock of Ages
and one of the Giants.
Tuesdav,
November
13:
There were two holes in the sketch that
needed to be finished; one near the rope to
Spirit World and the other near the giant gypsum blocks.
Both were finished
by Ed, Elizabeth, Mark, and Chris before noon when we took
a break in the Lunch Room.
A fter that, we put
in three cross sections
in the 8 ig Room: through
the Sword of Damocles,
at the Cave Man formation, and finally,
a cross section through
the
National
Geographic
Pit.
Dave led Karen and Don to the Top of the
Cross to spend the day surveying
a passage that
is on the folio map, but we had not yet resurveyed.
It turned out that the climb to the continuation of the passage was not as easy as
thought,
so they left a good station for the continuation
of this survey.

.. "J:2..
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Left: Mark Jones in Carlsbad
Cavern.
Photo by Scoll House.
Upper right:
Scoll House sketching
Carlsbad
Cavern.
Photo by Don Dunham.
Lower right:
Elizabeth
Miller surveying
in Carlsbad
Cavern.
Photo by Ed Klausner.

in
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Wednesday,
November
14:
The goal for me was to mop up side leads in
the Big Room along with Elizabeth
and Chris,
joined by Dave, Karen, and Mark later in the
day. First was the lead at the Top of the Cross.
We found an easy way up to the lead, but found
it lacked a floor after a few feet. This will be

done later as it is not seen from the tour trail.
Next

was a passage

on the east

Room near the Lunch Room.

side of the Big

This is, in part,

because

this

requires

aqua

socks

and

clean gear.
We will do this on a future trip.
The rest of the day was spent proofing
what has
been drafted so far in the Big Room and adding
some ceiling
heights to the map.
In the

Mark

morning,

worked

and then
Stream.

Thursday,
Dave

Scott,

on a cross

some

sketch

Karen

Karen,

section

and

in Appetite

enhancement

November
and

Dave,

Hill

in Secondary

15:
left

Wednesday

evening

to

catch an early flight out of EI Paso.
Scott and
Don left on Thursday
morning to drive back to
Missouri.
That left Elizabeth,
Chris, Mark, and
me to continue

working

started by proofing
more
had already been drafted

on the

Big

Room.

section

We

of the Big Room that
and then surveying
a

just off the tour trail that contained
a
room of pool fingers.
Finally,
we
way through
part of Lower Cave to
the Jumping
Off Place to start a cross

that

will

run from

the Talcum

Passage,

through the Jumping
Off Place, past the Top of
the Cross and Spirit World, and go all the way
to Bottomless
Pit.
We finished
that at about 2 and left the cave
to get

boneyard
and there were lots of short shots.
One branch led to the Dome Room and we
stopped

small lead
wonderful
made our
just below

vertical

gear

and a rope.

tered the cave and headed
Pit. Once the visitors
had
rigged the pit and both he
down to survey the bottom.
and profile
view.
A final
vey

we had done

earlier

At 4, we reen-

over to Bottomless
left for the day, Chris
and Mark dropped
They did both plan
shot tied this into sur-

in the

day.

Friday,
November
16:
We spent the last day working
on a profile
view.
Starting
at the Jumping
Off Place, we
worked past the National
Geographic
Pit, and on
to the rope up to Spirit World.
From there, we
continued
The only

on a line towards
thing left out was

Bottomless
Pit.
Guano Cenate,
be-

tween the rope to Spirit World and Bottomless
Pit. We'll need a rope and vertical
gear for
that.
Thanks to all the surveyors
and to Stan Alii.
son at Carlsbad
Caverns
National
ing this expedition
successful.

Park

for mak-

..

,
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Dusty Hole: November 1, 2011
By: Bill Broeckel
Team: Bill and Judy Broeckel
The previous
summer (8/22/1 0) I had managed to get into Dusty Hole so I knew what I
was talking
about when I asked my wife,
"Honey,
why don't you help me do something
hard, but something
I know we can do? We can
do it together."
She doesn't
often hear that
from

me,

so she

bravely

said

"'OK" and we were

off for the hinterlands.
One

Dusty
new

of our

Hole

best

about

caving

area

cave

scouts

six years

had discovered

ago.

we hadn't

He found

known

about,

on the "roads",
huge billowing
Sometimes

enveloping
the entire car in
clouds, blinding
our vision.

we would

slide

We set up the survey,

it

like

on

Manzanita
thickets
until we found the entrance.
Then we rattled
sticks
down in the rocks.
No
snakes!
That was good news.

a
and

sideways,

drifted snow.
At least it was a nice Fall day better dust than mud on these 4 WD tracks to
nowhere.
Next we thrashed
around through

row

crevice

into

the

dropped

small

dig

down

the nar-

chamber,

and

happened
to be in our project
zone (Modoc National Forest).
He traced it out and found a
blowing
dusty dig in the bottom of a rock hole.
It was a ways down flow, out in the thick brush.
When he showed
it to me he first rattled a stick
before we plunged
in. On a previous
trip he had
been unpleasantly
surprised
by a rattlesnake

then further down the dust chute, trying to
breathe and avoid scratching
our faces on the
ceiling.
Dealing with this mess required
a
bunch of short shots and took up the majority
of

down

quickly.

in there.

We moved just a little fine fill that day,
raising great billows of choking
dust from under
a sketchy-looking
edge.
I'm more a mapper
than a digger
it would seem, so soon we moved
on to something

else

we could

actually

survey.

our survey
time.
Once we were into the tube,
walking
or hands-and-knees
crawling
over
damp, compacted
mud, things
went more
was

rated

The less traveled

revealed

with

by sand

clusters

nature

castles

of the passage

and a ceiling

of fragile,

unlikely

deco-

lavaci-

cles.
One
tioning.

other interesting
Along
the way

finding
we were

warrants
surprised

mento

Some months later I heard that the dig really
went somewhere.
It opened into a good length
of walking,
decorated
lava tube, and had been
duly scooped.
To a dedicated
speleo-carto-

find a series of soft scat deposits
on top of the
mud floor, all full of Manzanita
berries.
The
deposits
were relatively
small, and to our

grapher,

cave.
This surely represented
that a small bear
came all the way down the long, dark cave.
I
was actually
nervous
about the possibility
of

of course,

the

most

important

question

was, "Has the cave been mapped?"
In this case
the answer was "No", and so Dusty Hole was
placed on the CRF-MNF
to do list, where it languished
for a few years.
After the Forest Service (MNF) put the area
on high priority,
I did that August 20 I 0 visit
just to check it out. The digger didn't do any
extra

work

when

and I was just

trenching

able

out the

to burrow

down

dust

floor,

slope,

feet

first,
about
12 feet, with zero room to spare.
To
get back out I had to move some more material
to the side,
so we knew,
in basic terms,
that the
way was clear.

November
At the

remote

desert

dust.

I came
trailhead,

This

dust

along
the

gets

and we were
car was

ready.

covered

up to 12 inches

in

thick

J

Photos on page 6, left:
Don Dunham in Carlsbad Cavern. Photo by Scol/ House. Top right:
Mark Jones at BOl/omless Pit. Photo by Elizabeth Miller. Bottom right:
Chris Beck at Bottomless Pil. Photo by Elizabeth Miller.

amazement,

were

cornering

the final
mains

the

animal

mud fill.

were

also

seen.

found

while

near

running

the

end

tape

of the

up to

But no bear or bear body
We did

find

a much

re-

larger

scat pile outside which we decided
was from the
small bear's
mother.
Apparently,
the little guy
made it back out OK, but it boggles our minds
to contemplate
his cave trip.
It becomes
important to remember
that when we create
access
to
new caves
we are digging
not only for our-

selves, but potentially
for others as well.
We made it back out OK, too, more dusty
than we would have liked, but with a sense of
accomplishment.
Dusty Hole now has its cave
map and the project
is richer for it.
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Ozarks - Buffalo National River
By: Kayla (New) Sapkota
September
8, 2012:
Two teams set out to Fitton Cave via the
Beauty Entrance, and one team went to Novak
Springs
Cave.
Charley Young, Max White, and
Donald Locander
photo-documented
the forma-

tions in the Tennouri

Room vicinity,

while

Kayla (New) Sapkota,
Pradeep
Sapkota,
Calvin
Morrow,
and Jack Regal surveyed
side leads in
the area.
Jeffrey Bridgman
brought
Kyle Moore
and Ethan Brown to Novak Springs Cave to finish up small side leads as well.
October
20,2012:
A team returned
Beauty

Entrance

to Fitton

to continue

in the 21 Jumps area.
(New) Sapkota,
Ethan
formed a team to work
Gold, Bryant Galloway,
traveled
to the Round
assisted photos.

Cave

via the

stream

level

survey

Marty Brown, Kayla
Brown, and Chris Avey
on the survey.
Roy
and Charley
Young
Room to take f1ash-

November
10, 2012:
Teams set out on a hike to enjoy the cool
fall weather
and mon itor and survey a few
caves.
Six total caves were monitored
with four
of those being surveyed.
The team monitored
Leatherwood
Sink before splitting
off into two groups.
Meghan
Gallo, Derek Thompson,
Chuck Thompson,
and
Kyle Moore surveyed
and monitored
Big Hollow
Pit and began a second pit, but will need to return with more rope and rope pads to finish.
The team of Kayla New, Sam Collier,
Calvin
Morrow,
and Britt Hardwick
monitored
Broken
Stone Cave, noting much evidence
of elk inhabitance. The team then hiked almost down to the
river to monitor and survey Big Hollow
Cave
and back up to monitor
and survey Big Mouth
Cave--a
cave Jeffrey
Bridgman's
team had located earlier in the spring.

•
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Mammoth Cave: Presidents Day Expedition, February 18-19,2012
Expedition Leader: Tom Brucker
that

Presidents
Day at Mammoth
Cave actually
did take place.
Camp opened early thanks to
Roger
and Lynn Brucker.
Lynn
enough
to calibrate
the DistoX
ing her in-cave
compass
course.

gan arriving,

•

and before

arrived
early
instruments
usOther folks be-

long we had a full

camp.

vicinity.

Half the party

climb until the
and then exited

compass
the cave

challenges
in a two-day
expedition
is to keep
track of cavers
with only one set of gear. They
must be assigned
to parties
on the same ridge

hours late after
Dan Greger

a 34-hour
and party

Cave

to push

yons.

While

marker
was found
been removed.

Rick Olsen
a rather

the trail

that
a few

90%

led a party

entering
Within

after

obvious

had

of Karnak,

visible

from early

a prominent

Bishop Mammoth
Cave
signature
led to naming

sediment

to Ruins
canyon

had escaped
stations

of the

from

lead

"Mr.

Guide June
the passage

lists.

Stephen

12 1841"
"Stephen's

Canyon".
A fter a few junctions
the party
reached
a pit with nice fIowstone
and a waterfall, but rope is required
to continue.
Side leads
were mopped
up and a few tie-ins
were made to
radio locations
up in Little
Bat Avenue.

John

DeLong

led a party

through

the Bed-

quilt Entrance
to resurvey
the next chunk of
Wretched
River.
Wretched
is not actually
a river
passage,
but it was once the drain for Colossal
Dome.
which
traveled
a very long way before

joining
Colossal
River. The party surveyed
over
30 stations
and finished
the "walking"
section.
Ahead is a wet 70 foot crawl, and then the big
loop will be finished.
Elizabeth
Winkler
used
her holiday present,
a new light that makes the
Sten look like a candle, to illuminate
the pipes
at the top of Colossal
Dome.
In a joint effort with CKKC, an international
team of six cavers descended
the Doyel Valley
Entrance

and went

upstream

to the

furthest

ar-

eas CRF mapped prior to the Roppel-Mammoth
Connection.
This party subdivided
after a bit of
ropework
revealed
a shortcut
down to the old V
survey,

surveying

pits

and the

canyon

bits

in

a rather

possible
set of old footprints
(later confirmed).
Since the parties had spent quite a bit of time
separated,
the group led by Heather
Levy exited. Pete Zabrok's
group continued
to map and

Morning
meeting topics included
the news
that White Nose had spread west beyond Mammoth. All cavers were brought
up to date with
the latest gear decon protocols.
One of the new

for day two.
Charles
Fox led a party to the Roaring /
Echo River junction.
Their task included
relocating a Walker benchmark
as the starting
point
for the Roaring
River resurvey
project.
Find iog
the benchmark
proved quite challenging,
as it
lay beneath
a foot of sediment
on a 400-squarefoot breakdown
block. Murphy,
of course, had
surreptitiously
joined
the crew, and the brass

discovered

nice section
of walking
passage,
which
unfortunately
hit breakdown
too soon.
Lower
leads,
however,
revealed
two more short pits, and a

them

that

leads

were

reader was worn
Sunday
evening,

a sequence

most

trip.
returned
of small

of what

it would

they

be nicer

left than

when

out,
two

to Donkey
pits

and

can-

did reminded

to be smaller,

they

more

had begun.

Sunday's
trips were more or less recovery
for the cavers.
Having
short,
nice objecaids those
who drive a long way to return

time
tives

home safely. Tammy Otten led a party back to
Stephen's
Canyon with rope for the pretty pit.
The pit was surveyed
and it quickly
led to another 40-foot
pit, requiring
rope. Above the formation
a "bore hole" lead is mentioned
in the
trip report that requires
flying
suits to enter,
so
I document
the lead here awaiting
caver technology
to create
the means
to get up there.
Returning
to the Karnak area, after tours had

ended, the party assembled
four sections
of ladder and attempted
to reach the high lead on the
north wall. Unfortunately,
the ladder fell four
feet

short

will

and

I doubt

five

sections

of

ladder

be safe for anyone to climb.
Bruce Hatcher
led a party into old Crystal

continue

replacing

the

upstream

source of C-3 Waterfall.
ing passage
lies beneath
perhaps

is the

at the bitter
years

drain

to

the

This wide and interestLeft of the Trap and

for the

water

that

enters

end at A2. If so, the X could

out

take

to fin ish!

Tim Green
Cigar

X survey,

Box

attempted

via

Flower

to lead a part
Garden

and

to the

Dennison

Way. Perhaps this was not their day. One party
member experienced
claustrophobia
in a belly
crawl,

while

another

didn't

"fit"

through

an in-

teresting
keyhole
at the site where their survey
was supposed
to begin. Obviously
the oversized
caver had eaten too much Saturday
night dinner!
This long bit of replacement
survey can be
reached via the Trap (long way around!)
and
remains

on the

to-do

list.

Rick Olson led a party to the artificial
ventilator shaft which lies beneath
an iron manhole
cover in the concrete
center.
With assistance

walk below
the visitors'
from Park maintenance,
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a rope was rigged to a backhoe
(talk about an
anchor!)
and the shaft surveyed
with special
emphasis
placed on vertical
control.
Surface
shots were run to the sandstone
limestone
COIltacts both in the shaft and in the valley leading
to the Historic
Entrance.
The wall to Houchens
Narrows
was also breached
allowing
the survey
to tie to Mammoth
Cave. Water leaking
into this
shaft has altered the environment
as far as the
Rotunda.
The long range plan is to seal this
shaft and discover
a solution
for the water infiltration.

I like to serve good food (so all should come
to my next expedition).
My menus historically
exceed my cooking
ability,
but with the assistance of Carol Sabreen,
Jeremiah
Mallin, and
Catie Phillabaum,
we prepared
both dinners
Saturday. Their assistance
and companionship
were
much appreciated.

About 1,000 feet of the 2,447 feet surveyed
was new cave, although
the 79 feet in the Ventilator Shaft will not count at some point in the
future.
Thank you to all who attended,
and all
who support the Hamilton
Valley facility and
Eastern Operations.
We operate on a very large
scale, an impossible
job for any single person to
lead alone.
Roaring
River:
Charles
Fox, Rick Toomey,
Greg Holbrook,
Carol Sabrccn;
Ruins
of Karnak!
Stephen's
Canyon: 1) Rick Olson, Matt Keller, Seth Spoelman;
2)
Tammy
Otten,
Matt Keller,
Jeremiah
Mallin,
Heather
Levy; Wretched
River:
John DeLong,
Tammy
Otten,
Elizabeth
Winkler,
Mall Mczydlo;
Donkey
Cave:
Daniel
Greger,
Joyce
Hoffmaster,
John Feil, Tim Green;
Logsdon
River:
I) Peter Zabrok,
Jon Rigg,
Clinton
Barber; 2) Heather
Levy,
Mark Wenner,
Ben Miller;
CJ Waterfall
Trail:
Bruce
Hatcher,
Jeremy
Reedy,
Seth Spocl.
man; Cigar
nox: Tim Green,
Elizabeth
Winkler,
John
DeLong,
Calie
Phillabaum;
Ventilator
Shll.ft:
Rick Olson, Rick Toomey.

Mammoth Cave: August 4,2012
By Expedition Leaders: Lynn and Roger Brucker
The August 4th expedition
was attended
by
20 CRF cavers, and fielded three parties into
Park caves and one party into Roppel Cave via
Doyel Valley. A total of 1652 feet of survey
was accomplished,
broken down as 686 feet of
new survey and 966 feet of resurvey.
Mild
weather,
with only a slight rain, made for a
great one-day
expedition.
The Roppel party exited on Monday at 2 PM as expected.
Charles
Fox led Rick Olson, Tim Green, and
John Cassidy
to continue
the resurvey
of the
route to New Discovery.
The party headed to the
pit where the connection
route ties to previously
surveyed
Big-Fossil
Avenue
cut-around.
The
party followed
Rick Olson's
tracks from July to
the First Way Up, where they began their survey, They placed a poker chip above the flood
zone. Sketcher
burnout dictated
a return over a
few hundred
feet of sharp cobbles,
crawling
through
much mud, and climbing
up and down
the canyons.
This confusing
area offers many
cut-arounds
and side leads.
Much additional
survey will remain to be accomplished
even after the connection
route itself has been resurveyed.
The party noted a strong airflow change
at 2:30 PM. Flow from the river changed
to flow
toward the river with an increase
in velocity.
By 2:45 PM the wind died and resumed
its
original
flow direction
toward the river.
Results: 646 feet of resurvey.
Bob Osburn led Greg Holbrook
and Tama
Cassidy
to re-sketch
a section of Emily's
Avenue from C70 to CI05.
The party entered the
Carmichael
Entrance,
down Victoria's
Crown,
and down into Emily's
Puzzle. After finding

Emily's
Avenue they traversed
to station C71
and re-sketched
back toward CIOO. Several
other survey sections
were checked
and noted.
The party found the way up to EI Ghar the first
try, remarkable
in this very confusing
part of
the cave.
Tom Brucker
led Joyce Hoffmaster
and
Elizabeth
Winkler to replace a D survey in Cutliff's way. The party entered via the elevator
and went to Cascade
Hall. Tom donned his wetsuit to check Hanson's
Lost River.
It showed
four inches of air, not sufficient
since rain was
forecast,
so the party returned
to Cutliff's
Way.
At D64 the party realized
larger paper was
needed for a sketch.
They tied a survey to D64
and surveyed
back toward D40 using some D
stations
and some DD replacement
stations.
They photographed
spectacular
gypsum and selenite formations.
The X survey beyond D64
needs replacement.
Peter Zabrok led Jeremy Reedy, Matt Mezydlo, and John DeLong to continue
the P survey
located
near the connection
between
Roppel
Cave and Mammoth
Cave. They entered the
Doyel Valley Entrance
and headed upstream,
encountering
less water than usual. They encountered
numerous
leads, shortcuts,
longcuts,
some thoxotropic
mud and promising
drains.
The P64 pit is now reached easily from the 0 I
Room.
Zabrock
is convinced
that the longanticipated
highway to South Toohey Ridge lies
just beyond a single tight spot that Matt couldn't squeeze
through,
but assures all that "next
time for sure."
The party aecomplished
382 feet
of survey including
210 feet of resurvey.

.'
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Mammoth Cave: Oktoberfest Expedition, October 5-7, 2012
By Rick Olson
The last time I led an expedition
was in
1988, back before computers
were even involved onsite, so I was hoping for good luck.
Everything
turned out OK, but started off with a
small problem
in a big package:
an 18-wheel
semi-tractor
trailer was stuck at the intersection
of Park Ridge and Hamilton
Valley Roads!
Park
Rangers and State Police coordinated
removal,
but in the meantime
we had a logistical
problem. People at Hamilton
valley could not get
out for supper in town, so Camp Manager
Rick
Hoechstetter
stepped
up and made grilled cheese
sandwiches
for everyone,
supplemented
with
beverages
imported
from various surrounding
states.
Joyce Hoffmaster
got the servers and
computers
going (thanks Joyce!)
and we got our
little expedition
off (or into) the ground the
next

morning.
With our

12 participants

we were

able to

work on five objectives
over two days. First,
research
support
was provided
for hydrogeologist Randy Paylor of Louisiana
State University.

He led Tama Cassidy
and Paul McMullen
upstream in Logsdon
River to choose
three research sites and collect cobbles and gravel for
installation
of Radio Frequency
Identification
tags.
These tags were originally
developed
for
pet identification,
so Randy's
"pet rocks" will
be returned
to the original
sites and tracked
after flood events to learn details of sediment
transport as part of his doctoral dissertation
research.
Second,
Joyce Hoffmaster
led Tim Green
and Greg Holbrook
to Donkey Cave.
This hardy
crew surveyed
167 feet of gnarly passage,
and
were rewarded with an upper level passage 6'
high by 20' wide.
They will return.
The third party on the first day was led by
Tommy Brucker,
who also had agreed to back
me up and serve as the "voice of reason" in matters of expedition
leadership.
He took Bob
Thurner
and John Cassidy
on an all day and all
night trip to Wretched
River, which is part of
Colossal
Cave accessed
via Bedquilt
to avoid
bat roost areas.
They did 1,058 feet ofreplacement survey, which in a place like Wretched
River is a hard day's night!
On Sunday,
Joyce Hoffmaster
led Tim Green
and Paul McMullen
to Sophy's
Avenue for
sketch enhancement
on an existing
survey.
They also accomplished
93 feet of new survey.
I might add that this was after she cleaned
up
her survey book from Donkey Cave, totaled the
footage,
and wrote a trip report before heading
out.

Also on Sunday,
I led Dr. Horton Hobbs to
Marianne's
Pass to see hydrocarbon
rich-seeps
that also have some hydrogen
sulfide.
This was

Top left:

A wayward

semi-tractor

trailer

stuck

at the intersection

of Park Ridge

Road

and Hamilton

Valley Road. Bottom left: Presentation at Hamilton Valley, designation 01 a navigable tributary to
Roaring River as the Hobbs Fork 01 Roaring River. Bottom right: Rick Hochstetter llips an omelet
lor Horton. Photos by Rick Olson.
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important
because
he and Dr. David Culver have
studied cave biodiversity
hot spots globally.
Mammoth
Cave is one of those hot spots and
this type of energy input into the Mammoth
Cave System has not been considered
before in
deliberations
on why cave life here is so diverse.
One of his former students,
Dr. Annette
Summers,
professor
of microbia logy at University of Tennessee
at Knoxville,
is a specialist
on
cave microbiology
and further research
with her
is anticipated.
As a special event, Dr. Hobbs was honored
for his contributions
in the field of cave biology
with the designation
of a navigable
tributary
to

Roaring River as the "Hobbs Fork of Roaring
River".
This is something
that money cannot
buy. It is earned by hundreds
of significant
academic
accomplishments
and positive
effects
on many people's
lives over a lifetime
of work.
Last word.
An army runs on its stomach,
and this one is no exception.
Rick Hoechstetter
provided
custom omelets
for everyone
on all
three mornings.
We have become so spoiled!
The suppers were outstanding,
too. We had a
chicken and broccoli
curry with melt-in-yourmouth homemade
biscuits
on Saturday
night,
and then Tex-Mex
chili with corn bread muffins
on Sunday night.

2013 EXPEDITION

CALENDAR

Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to contact the
leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.
Eastern Operations - Mammoth Cave Schedule
Presidents Day, February 15-18. Tom Brucker, hitech@birch.net.
St. Patrick's Dav, March 15-17. Dawn Rvan and John Lovaas,
dwn_ryan41@ya"hoo.com or jlovaas@mc.~et.
Earth Day, April 19-21. Bob Lodge, lodge54@gmail.com.
Memorial Day, May 24-27. John DeLong,
johnrdelong@yahoo.com.
Independence Day \Veek-Long, June 28-July 7 Dave West and
John DeLong, d270@bellatlantic.net or johnrdelong@yahoo.com.
Friendship Day, August 2-4. Roger and Lynn Brucker,
roger. brucker@sbcglogal.net.
Labor Day, August 30-September 2. Bob Osburn,
osbum@levee.wustl.edu.
Columbus Day, October 11-14. Rick Olson, rick_olson@nps.gov.
Thanksgiving, November 27-December 1. Dave West,
d270@bellatlantic.net.
New Year's, December 27, 2013. January I, 2014. Ed Klausner
and Elizabeth Miller, klausnere@gmail.com or
millerer@blue.ewwg.uio\ •...
a.edu.
All Eastern Operations CRF JVs \•...
ho have not attended an expedition safety orientation must do so before participating in expedition activities. The safety orientation is scheduled at the beginning
of each expedition after the morning meeting. Those who have
attended a safety orientation are not required to participate in another. New JVs should arrange to be at the expedition early
enough to attend the orientation. Those who do not attend will not
be allO\•...
ed to participate in expedition activities. Contact expedition leader for more details on the orientation.
Cumberland Gap National Historical Park
Expeditions for Cumberland Gap Nationaillistorical

last full weekend of each month except December. Contact: Mike
Crockett, mikecrockett@hotmail.com,
Ozarks
Contacts: Scott House, scott_house@semo.net.
Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan, sue&mick@mail.tigcrnct.gen.mo.us.
California - Lava Beds
Before participating on any of these expeditions, we would prefer
you contact the Operations Area Manager, John Tinsley, at least
two weeks before the expedition:

jtinsley@usgs.gov; 650-799-5156 or 550-243-0732.
Please do not just show up as there may be limits on the number of
participants we can accommodate.
California - Lilburn
Some basic rules of engagement for California expeditions: Contact the expedition preferably two weeks ahead of time; please
don't spontaneously show up. We have to deal with head count
limits, particularly on our Lilburn trips, so we need to know who is
planning to attend. Contact John Tinsley, jtinsley@usgs.gov; 650-

799-5156 or 550-243-0732.
HSS/CRF Hawai'j Caving - Big Island

Contact Pat Kambesis, 309-762-3860, pnkambesis@juno.com.
Carlsbad Caverns
Contact for all expeditions:
Barbe Barker, barbebarker@gmail.com.

William and Tammy Tucker, william.tucker@att.net.

Park are the

ADDRESS CORRECTIONS
If you have changed phone number (i.e., area
code split), e-mail address, or have moved, please
send your information to:
Phil DiBlasi
110 S. Campbell St" Unit 204
Louisville, KY 40206-1863
pjdiblasi@gmail.com

THE CRF WEBSITE
www.cave-research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user
id and password for the members~only section
of the site.
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